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O.
Introduction. Lillooet has four morphological devices which broadly express 'to act
like (the referent of the stem), to pretend to be (the referent of the stem)'. These devi~es ~re discussed in sections 1-4. All four operations are verbalizing, i.e_, they
mamtam the morphological status of verbal stems while they verbalize llOIIIinal stems.
(For a discussion of verbal and nominal stems in Salish see Hess and Van Eijk 1985). In
section 5 I give a summing up of sections 1-4.
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1.
Total reduplication. Total reduplication (i.e., the repetition of the first two consonants of the root) operates on two Lillooet words to express 'to act like a X, to do
something the X way'. These two cases are: ?6x walmixw 'Indian' (also 'person, human being')
?~xw-?6xwalmixw
'to act like an Indian, to do it the Indian way'; sama?
'white person'
sam-sarna? 'to act like a white person, to do something the white
man's way'. (Normally, total reduplication expresses plurality/collectivity in nouns,
and repetition/intensity in verbs, e.g., s-Jliik'wa? 'friend, relative' ..... s-nak'w-niik'wa?
'friends, relatives', tupun' 'to punch so.' ..... tap-tUpun' 'to beat so. up'. In some
cases, total reduplication has completely lexicalized, e.g., kaxkax 'elder sister',
~5l~.)1
'strong'.)
2.
The combination -af-am_ The combination oaf-am, which consists of -af 'playingly, for fun' and the intransitivizer -am, expresses 'to pretend to be X, to act as if
one is X'. I recorded the following cases: ?uxwalmixw-az'-am 'to pretend to be an Indian' (also used as a joking reference to East Indians); sam?-af-am 'to pretend to be a
white person'; kwukwp.>y 'chief' -. kwukwpy-az'-am 'to pretend to be a chief';
s-k"'UJ(wn(it 'child' -- \('wuJ('wa(it-af-am 'to pretend to be a child, to copy a child's actions' (note the deletion of the nominalizer s- in the verbalized form); laqsati 'pet,
favorite child' -. laqsati-af-am 'to pretend to be the pet, to refuse to do anything,
to demand attention or service'; ?iham 'sick, ill' -+ ?lIhm-af-am 'to pretend to be
sick'. Forms with oaf-am have a decidedly more negative tinge than the forms with total reduplication discussed under 1. However, an observer may be amused, rather than annoyed, by a person who is oaf-am.
3.
The combination os-cut. The combination os-cut consists of the transitivizer -s
and the reflexive suffix -cut 'oneself'. The transltlvlZer -s has three functions,
depending on the semantic nature of the preceding stem: (1) causativizer, as in q~
'to eet hit' ..... qamt-s 'to hit so.'; (2) forming transitive verba declarandi, as in
qwalut 'to speak, hold a speech' -+ "walut-s 'to speak to so., to admonish, rebuke
so.'; (3) forming transitive verba sentiendi, as in xzum 'big' ~ xzum-s 'to resPL'Ct so.' In os-cut we have -s in function (3). The combination -s-cUt expresses
'to pretend to be X, to act as if one is X'. Semantically, os-cut largely overlaps
with -af-am, although it is possible that os-cut refers to slightly more reproachable
behaviour. C.ases with -s-cut are: sama?-s-cut 'to pretend to be a white person';
kwukwp<>y-s-cut 'to pretend to be a chief, to be bossy'; k'wuk"-nlit-s-cut 'to act like a
child'; l~qsa~-[s)-cut 'to want to be petted, to think one is the pet more than others' (with regular dropping of -5 between i and c); xa? 'high' -+ xa?-s-cut 'to
brag'; ~51~.)1 'strong' -+ ).)l~.)l-s-cut 'to want to be tough'.
4.
The comhination -an-cut. This combination consists of the transitivizer -an and
the reflexive suffix -cut. The transitivizer -an is only one of several transitiviZL'rS of the type -Vn or -vII' (V: vowel). TI,ese n-transitivizers have two functions:
(1) callsativi:er, as in XzUlll 'big' ..... llzfim-un 'to make it big(ger)'; (2) forming
transitive verha dL'Clarandi, as in w,)?iiw 'to shout' -+ w,,?aw-<>n 'to shout at so.'
(The difference hetween -5 and n-transitivizers with regard to function (1) hinges on
the not ion of control: we have -5 where the performer of the action is not entirely in

'+ )

control of the outcome of the action, and we have -n where the performer is in control.)
In -an-cut we have -an in function (1). This comhi~~tion expresses various notions
which center around the idea of 'acting like X, wanting to be like X'. Formally, this
combination is somewhat odd in that comprises the only cases of unstresseJ -cut (in
all other cases, the reflexive suffix -cut is stressed, as in tiitf"url 'to undress so.'
- iuc(wurl-cUt 'to undress oneself'; niik....?an 'to help so.' -- nuJtw?an-c(it 'to help
onesel f'; see also -s-cUt in 3). cases with -an-cut are: s-<layxw 'man' -qayxw-an-cut 'to act like a man, to do something in a man's way' fe.g., a man doing woman's work in a c1lB11Sy manner); s-yaqca? 'woman' -+ yaqc?-an-cut 'to do a man's joh,
but without being good at it' (said about a woman); ~~it-an-cut 'to act like a
child' (according to my consultants, this word is practically identical in meaning to
Jtwu~t-s-cut); ~~l~~l-an-cut 'to act tough, to want to be brave (when one is not), to
force oneself to do something'; qylqil-xn-an-cut 'to suffer from lack of help' (q-ll
'had', here reduplicated, -xn- 'foot, leg' (used in a number of words referring to
having trouble); xw~st-an-cut 'to make a big effort' (cf. xwuxwst 'to crave, need
something'
There are two cases that do have unstressed -cut, but that semantically belong with
the cases where stressed -ciit follows an n-transitivizer, i.e., those cases where
-cUt is I'Irely reflexive (see iuc(wurl-cut, 11Ik'-?-an-cUt above). These two cases are:
Jtwaz-arl-cut 'to train (k'-az-) oneself', thin-cut 'to show off, brag about oneself'
(thin 'to admire').
5. Slmming up. The four devices for 'acting like, pretending to be' overlap semantically and (in the case of -s-cUt and -an-cut) also formally. The reduplicated cases show
the least amount of semantic overlapping since they merely indicate 'to act like X, to
do in an X way', while the other cases refer to behaviour that is objectionable, laughable, or perhaps (in the case of xw~st-an-cut) admirable. The finer semantic distinctions between the four devices can only be established hya Native speaker of Lillooet.
Also, it remains to be seen which cases that combine with -at-am and were not found
with -s-cUt do indeed combine with os-cut, and vice versa. Here follows a chart of
the various possibilities recorded so far:
Stem
English gloss
Reduplication -at-am os-cut -an-cut
?Uxwalmixw 'Indian'
x
x
sfuna?
'white person'
x
x
x
kwGkwpoy
'chief'
x
x
'sick'
x
'~h.lm
'pet, favorite child'
x
x
1"~Y\
-Nit 'child'
sx
x
x
xa'
'high'
x
~31~;)1
'strong'
x
x
s-qayxw
'man'
x
s-yaqca?
'woman'
x
XW.lst'needed, craved'
x
'in trouble, suffer'
q-11q~1-xnx
(xw;>st- and q;;»lqil-xn- were not recorded without -an-cut)
Reference
Hess, T., and.1. van Eijk. 1985. "Noun and Verh in Salishan." pp. 97-103 of the contributions to the 20th International Conference on Salish and Neighhoring Languages.
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